Students arrested

Jailed students without bail were victims for pie throwing at An Tostal last Thursday. The festivities continued until Saturday evening, concluding with the Irish Wake. See the photo essay on page 4.

An Tostal a success despite the weather

by Bob Mader
Staff Reporter

Fifteen-hundred Notre Dame students have petitioned University Provost Fr. John Macheca to reinstate Mr. Fred Pechek, N.D. physical education instructor and wrestling coach since 1973. The petitions have not yet received a response from the Provost.

"We felt there must be something we could do for him," stated Dave Boyer, the N.D. wrestler who organized the petition drive. "As a coach he has done a lot for us.

When contacted about the petitions, Pechek confirmed that he had received the letters, but was unsure of what actions, if any, he would take in response to the petitions.

Pechek, a Notre Dame graduate, received a second chance at coaching when he was accepted into the University as a graduate student on March 13, 1973, informing him that his teaching contract with the Physical Education department would be renewed for the 1974-75 school year. The situation which led to Pechek's contract not being renewed this year began to develop last year, his first in the department.

Contrasting spring

According to Pechek, Mr. Thomas Fallon, head of the Physical Education Department, confronted him last spring and expressed dissatisfaction with his evaluations in each of the categories except that of demonstration.

Fallon and Pechek discussed the situation in May and decided that the 74-75 school year would be used as a "trial period," in which Pechek was to attempt to improve his performance. The areas of dress and attitude were the main problems pointed out last spring, according to Pechek. "Both Pechek and I were not satisfied with his performance last year, and this year was to be the determining year," commented Fallon in reference to last spring's meet's mishaps. He added that he believed that Pechek's "was "well-meant," and that the areas he didn't improve his contract might not be renewed.

Performance rated

A rating sheet encompassing the six class organization, appearance, attendance, and demonstration was compiled by Fallon and the other two tenured members of the department, Noel O'Sullivan and Dennis Cooper. These three men comprise the Committee on Appointments and Promotions in the Physical Education department.

Pechek received unfavorable appraisals of each of the categories except that of demonstration. After he received the notice that his contract would not be renewed, Pechek was calm about the evaluation sheets. He then asked each of the committee members if he had ever seen him teach. Fallon responded that he had never observed Pechek in person, while the other two committee members attended several classes and substituted in various instances and concluded that he had never observed one of Pechek's classes but added that, "One can very often tell when covering a person's class what kind of job he is doing." Cooper pointed out that much of the evaluation seemed to be based on his teaching, yet one of the evaluations was for "the way he gets along with his class and the others about a small number of times. He felt that this fact raised doubts about the validity of the class organization and academic content of the evaluation sheets.

The committee concluded Pechek's "dressing atrocity," stating as a reason the fact that it did not

"Where is there a dress code?" said Pechek, "I was there to fulfill my responsibilities and I did it right away." He felt that the determination of the incident might affect his chances for employment. "I'm not going to put myself in that position," he said. "Now when they ask, 'Have you ever been arrested?' I'm going to have to answer yes. For what? Nothing."

Notre Dame junior John Cooper expressed consternation over the charge of disorderly conduct lodged against him by the law.

"I was standing outside Corby's when the police got to Bridget's," he explained. "The police called the crowd to leave within two minutes. One girl tripped when she was watching and police were swarming around me and leaving. I was walking across the street," Cooper stated. "I was stopped and arrested."

Cooper denied that he had resisted the officers in any way. "They told me to get in the car," he related. "They threatened to charge me with disorderly conduct," "I'll plead 'not guilty.'" Herenda said. "At least until I received their formal statement. I may talk to someone who'll advise me on what to do next."

Herenda and his companion stated that they had consulted the University's general counsel to contact the student who intended to contact the University's general counsel to file charges on their behalf.

Notre Dame Dean of Students John Macheca stated that he knew nothing of the incident in question, but normally it falls up to the students to resolve their problems downtown, as it would be for you, or for me, or for a professor. Basically it's up to those students and the local authorities. Macheca said.

"A final wrap-up of An Tostal events will be in tomorrow's paper along with a complete list of the winners in every event."

Students file petitions to reinstate Pechek

by Dan Holmer
Staff Reporter

Six Notre Dame students were among nine persons arrested Friday night outside Bridget McGuire's Filling Station, a local tavern. Five of the six were charged with disobeying a public safety order to disperse after a disturbance inside the tavern resulted in the arrest of a tenth person. The sixth was charged with disorderly conduct.

The students were released from the South Bend police station without bail Friday night.

The officers were initially called to Bridget McGuire's at 1:45 a.m. to answer a complaint of minors drinking in the building. According to police, over half the minors left without being ordered to leave by the bartender. A second call came in at 2:05 a.m. to cooperate with officers checking identification cards, police said, authorizing them to make arrests.

Police units called to the assistance of the officers ordered the inside crowd to disperse and set a time of limit of two minutes for them to comply.

Students unaware

"We were unaware of the order to disperse," claimed one of the six students arrested. He explained that he and his companion are eating in Dan Boone's Restaurant (Cafe de la Nuit) and had heard the police screaming inside the crowd to disperse. "They cops gave the order," the student stated.

"We moved to the front of the crowd to see what was going on, but as we were about to move into the crowd, we turned and walked away," he added. "Then Mike went graband arrested, and our other friend was walking away."

"We just happened to come out when the time limit was up," stated Mike Ergo, the unidentified student member of the group. "We were just in to see what was happening. We didn't know what was going on."

"We don't know what was going on. We were walking around the A&P and we were grabbed from behind. We spoke to the officer," Ergo continued, "until our friend came down and paid $10 bail for each of us."

"I was in Bridget's earlier," twenty-one-year-old Tony Herenda related, "but I left to take some friends home. I came back with a friend, and we saw all these lawmen inside, and a police station wagon with a big German shepherd in it. There was an officer there with a gun, and we all went inside to see the police standing around," Herenda claimed.

"I just was looking at the dog," he continued, "when this cop came over and I asked him, 'What's going on?' The next thing I knew he ordered me, put my hands on the car and he kicked my legs back. Then I was handcuffed and taken to the South Bend police station."

"The only order he gave me was to put my hands on the car," the student continued, and I did it right away." He added that the incident might affect his chances for employment. "I'm not going to put myself in that position," he said. "I will be arrested."

"Now when they ask, 'Have you ever been arrested?' I'm going to have to answer yes. For what? Nothing."
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Business dean

Ryan receives appointment

Bro. Leo V. Ryan has been named dean of the College of Business Administration of the University of Notre Dame, it was announced Thursday (April 17) by Fr. Theodore M. Hesburgh, University president. The appointment, which is effective July 1, was made with the concurrence of the College of Business Administration Council.

A specialist in institutional finance, Bro. Ryan succeeds Acting Dean Yuzakushishin, who has served since the resignation of Thomas T. Murphy in May 1974. Furushashi will return to full-time teaching at the University of Chicago School of Business, after having previously been on the Board of Directors of Vilter Manufacturing Company, serves as grant administrator of the National Institutes of Health, and professor of finance and business economics.

Bro. Ryan brings to Notre Dame his broad base of experience as a business and administrative administrator, educator, corporation consultant, fund raising, and publisher. He is an author of books and articles on subjects ranging from administration and management to social science.

During the current academic year, Bro. Ryan has been on sabbatical from his most recent position as professor of St. Viator High School in Arlington Heights, Ill., to do consulting, research and writing. His consulting assignments include the administrative reorganization of the City of Milwaukee (Wisconsin) Department of Economic Development, Frontier Tours (Chicago) and the Vilter Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee. He is on the Board of Directors of Vilter Manufacturing Company, serves as grant administrator of the National Institutes of Health, and professor of finance and business economics.

Bro. Ryan received his Bachelor of Science degree in business administration from Catholic University of America in 1970; his M.B.A. in marketing from De Paul University in Chicago, and his Ph.D. in management and education from the University of California (Los Angeles) in 1974. He has done additional graduate work in business at Catholic University of America and in education at De Paul, Northwestern and Bradley Universities.

Between 1967 and 1970, he held a variety of positions at graduate and professional level, among them, assistant dean and evening division director of the College of Business Administration. During these years, Bro. Ryan also directed workshops on school business administration and accounting, and founded and developed Marquette’s Division of Continuing Education. In 1974, he was chosen by the Marquette University Alumni Association’s “Man of the Year” award.

Bro. Ryan joined the Loyola University of Chicago School of Business in 1965 as professor and chairman of the department of management, and a year later, was granted a leave of absence to serve as a Foreign Service Reserve Officer with the United States Peace Corps.

As a Peace Corps trainee in West Africa, Bro. Ryan also was a visiting professor at the Institute of Public Administration, University of Leiden, and, in 1967, became the first American to receive a chieftaincy title in Nigeria.

The new dean has served as assistant professor of sociology and business administration at the University of Chicago School of Business in 1965 as professor and chairman of the department of management, and a year later, was granted a leave of absence to serve as a Foreign Service Reserve Officer with the United States Peace Corps.

As a Peace Corps trainee in West Africa, Bro. Ryan also was a visiting professor at the Institute of Public Administration, University of Leiden, and, in 1967, became the first American to receive a chieftaincy title in Nigeria.

The new dean has served as assistant superior general of the Congregation of the Nestor of St. Vincent, and as inspector general of the United Nation’s Superior General, Rome, and the Pontifical Commission for Justice and Peace, Vatican City. As a special assignment for the U.S. Catholic Conference, in 1973, he was one of the drafters of the national Roman Catholic Bishops’ pastoral on education:To Teach as Jesus Did.”

Bro. Ryan has been vice president of the Academic Council of the Chicago School Board, a member of the National Committee on Education of the U.S. Catholic Conference, national president of the Catholic Business Education Association, and a member of the board of directors of the Alpha Kappa Psi foundation for research in business and business leadership.
Bishops discuss Mexican-American issues

by Mary Pat Tarpey
Staff Reporter

There is presently a noticeable increase in the number of Mexican-American bishops, a development that the Chicano population in areas other than the Southwestern portion of the United States, according to Bishop Gilbert E. Chavez, auxiliary from San Diego, California.

In a press conference held Saturday morning, Chavez asserted, "This is not only a new phenomenon in the U.S. but also in the world, particularly here in the Southwestern area, we are no longer confined to the Chicano population in this area."

Chavez stated, "The awareness of the Chicano minority is growing in the Midwest." The press conference began a symposium entitled, "Human Rights and Social Justice and the Church," sponsored by the Mexican-American bishops, which was held this past weekend in the Center for Continuing Education.

The participants, three Mexican-American bishops, spoke on the topic of the Mexican-American bishops, Bishop Patrick Flores, who is presently the auxiliary of San Antonio, and Bishop Robert F. Sanchez of Santa Fe, New Mexico, recently appointed Vicar General, presented possibilities for the future of the Chicano Church.

The questioning during the press conference dealt mainly with the Catholic Church and its relationship and involvement with the Chicano Community. In answering a question pertaining to the response of Spanish-speaking Catholics, Bishop Flores observed, "So far we have no proof that there are fifteen million Catholics and we are the fourth of all the Catholics in the entire country."

Another observer asked if there was any way that could be reintroduced into the community. Sanchez explained, "The only way is to get our sisters sensitized. They go into the convent and don't come back. Now they are beginning to say I want to go where I belong. Sanchez spoke for a short period on the number of priests and their education. "We're gaining priests. There are efforts to adopt seminars so that the boys can feel at home; so that they can remain and contribute. Now more and more are entering the seminary but when they do lose their identity and culture. When they come back they return as foreigners to their own community. In this way we're in justices to the Chicano in the seminars. The solution to this would be bilingual, bicultural seminars. Some major seminars are doing well. We're trying to get them done on the collegiate level with in-depth courses for sensitivity to the own culture, lined up for boys to take over four years."

Flores noted a need for at least a national seminar for the training of Spanish-speaking people especially Mexican-Americans.

"Florin also felt there were a certain number of bishops in the hierarchy that recognize the need and deficiency of existing seminars and are willing to admit it and do something about it," he added. "We have to look for people who see things from our side."

The topic of religious participation came up. "We can't help but have a heavy heart when our churches are surrounded by ten other denominations," Sanchez admitted. "All our people remain Catholic in their hearts but since we don't have priests and a church with which they can relate, they go to other denominations," he said.

"In general there are the dilemmas facing the Chicano, the bishops showed their concern for the migrant workers. "We have a definite concern for temporal and spiritual well being of the migrants from Mexico, legally or illegally. No one is more abused than migrants without documentation. For the last three years we've been formulating a program of action for the counseling and assistance to those who are here and those who wish to come," Sanchez summed up.

The symposium ended on Sunday with a panel, a reception and attendance at Notre Dame's annual International Festival in Washington Hall.
This was An Tostal 1975.

(Photos by Patty Romano, Chris Smith & Bobby Tracey.)
I'll get the name dropping-out of the way at once. Last Friday night I was with Bob Hender, who is vice president of the Observer Club of Chicago. Actually, Hope was the most fascinating person in the room. He was the only representative from the university. Hope is a philosopher and a debater, and he threw a few minutes at me, with one of those quick, offhand, disarming introductions. I can't say I made the best of it. He referred to the general debaters as 'the good old suburbian peace.'

"The forces of unfreedom do to us. We tend to forget, about the one million people at your college, the possibilities for relationships and cultural growth [in the United States]. We have not attempted to emancipate your from having to keep up with me and my silly little ideas. It is I, you know, who have to do with stage hands, simply the unimportant experiences that are truly supportive of the context."

The small crowd, perhaps 150 people, included parents, lovers, friends, to emancipate; to respect the uniqueness of another, to let go of the retreat, personal reading, conversations, and listening. It in itself, is so fulfilling than the child's. Because some parents who are away from their children, or children who are away, are not their slaves. About a month ago, a friend from town father told me, "You drop out and I'll cut off your financial support." I thought back to the day that one of us is taken away in ministrations, the faculty and staff (and their families) and the entire student body.

One day I propose we declare May 1st EMAN-Total; it should, rather, be a day to let go and let be what will. But I seldom have time. That really takes a toll. Many students get I know a prof who discovered in an life. magazine or by talking to girls guys. He was doing busy, high-pressure, super-profitable things, and, instead, spent the day free thinking, reading, doing exams appointments? Let's take that.

At once. Last Friday night I was with Bob of questions, and or preparing them to fit. What it means to be truly successful, to appreciate the discussion programs in dorms, a week-end retreat, personal reading, conversations, and listening."

As the crowd tired from their passionate month ago. I proposed to them, and was done. Although rendered with stage hands, simply waiting for his moments to punctuate the time, as much as he could. The small crowd, perhaps 150 people, included parents, lovers, friends, too. It in itself, is so fulfilling than the child's. Because some parents who are away from their children, or children who are away, are not their slaves. About a month ago, a friend from town father told me, "You drop out and I'll cut off your financial support." I thought back to the day that one of us is taken away in ministrations, the faculty and staff (and their families) and the entire student body.
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Escort service to begin

The Student Escort Service will commence operation tonight between the hours of 6:00 and 12:00 p.m. Escorts will leave every fifteen minutes from the rotating doors of the library and the bus station, according to Rich Morton, director of the service. Girls interested in being escorted to the library or the bus station should wait by the phones of their respective halls.

All of the sixty to sixty-five male escorts will carry identification cards when on duty and will be required to present them even without request of the escortee. Morton would also like all members of the escort service to attend an important meeting tonight in the La Fortune Ballroom. Schedules and I.D. cards will be handed out.

Morton expects the service to run smoothly and would like to thank the Notre Dame Karate Club "for assistance and volunteers they've extended so far."

Cannon said that although "Chimes" received a good amount of fiction, she would like to have more non-fiction and original translations of foreign language poetry. "We'd also welcome faculty work in any category. We'd like to see an ample representation in each area," she stated.

Another area lacking in material is artwork. The staff would like to see more art students send in their work. One plan calls for art students to illustrate specific stories and poems. Photography is also greatly in demand.

Cannon hopes that more students will submit work. "We know that payments due for Morrissey loans by Fred Herbst

Senior Class President Greg Erickson yesterday announced that today and tomorrow will be the last days to repay any loans obtained from the Morrissey Loan Fund.

Any loan that has not been repaid by Tuesday will be turned over to Student Accounts for collection. If this is the case, students will be charged a penalty fee.

Seniors who have not repaid loans will not be allowed to graduate. Any underclassmen not repaying a loan will lose his or her loan privileges.

Over the past year, the Morrissey Loan Fund has issued loans totaling $107,000. Of these loans, $15,000 remain to be paid. Erickson noted that, "It will help students in future years if this is repaid."

Students can repay their loans by either cash or check between 11:15 a.m. and 12:15 p.m. If a student cannot come in at this time, he or she should call Erickson at either 3671 or 7442 and other arrangements will be made.

Student Loan Privilege is Repaid."

If you have a job right now, but Job, that French Gourmet Paper Company, is making an offer you won't want to resist.

We've put together a kit containing four of our favorite JOB papers. For $1, you'll receive one pack each of our two, one lick, no mess double wide papers: White and Strawberry. And for you die-hard, traditionalist, single paper rollers, a pack of JOB Wheat Strews and a pack of JOB sty's white.

CAMPUS VIEW

ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENTS

- 2 TENNIS COURTS TO BE COMPLETED THIS SUMMER
- COMMUNITY BUILDING
- INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
- BASKETBALL COURT
- SHAG CARPET
- 2 BATHS IN 2 BEDROOM APT
- ALL APPLIANCES COLOR COORDINATED
- SECURITY
- SOUND CONDITIONED
- PRIVACY

NOW RENTING FOR FALL SEMESTER

(75 - '76 SCHOOL YEAR)

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION PHONE 272-1441

Have we got a Job for you
You may not have a job right now, but Job, that French Gourmet Paper Company, is making an offer you won't want to resist.

We've put together a kit containing four of our favorite JOB papers. For $1, you'll receive one pack each of our two, one lick, no mess double wide papers: White and Strawberry. And for you die-hard, traditionalist, single paper rollers, a pack of JOB Wheat Strews and a pack of JOB sty's white.

" было ждешь"
To Thailand

Cambodians flee

BANGKOK (UPI) — Troops of Cambodia's defeated government fled across the border into Thailand aboard armored personnel carriers Sunday, touching off a battle of words between Thai border guards and pro-Communist Khmer Rouge rebels, reports reaching here said Sunday.

The troops were the latest of more than 10,000 Cambodians who have chosen to seek refuge in Thailand as the Khmer Rouge swept into Cambodia in recent weeks and finally into power in Phnom Penh Thursday.

There were no reports Sunday from Phnom Penh itself as events there. Phnom Penh radio has been silent since just after the fall, and other radio reports have been sporadic and vague.

The fate of Cambodian Prime Minister Lon Boret also remained a mystery.

Hesburgh named religious leader

The University of Notre Dame announced today that Rev. Theodore Hesburgh, C.S.C., president of the university since 1952, will retire in June 1980, according to Hesburgh reports have been spotty and Rouge was able to take over the capital.

Pramej, a Thai government official, said the fleeing Cambodians to reaching here said the fleeing foreign government troops, pursued by the Khmer Rouge, crossed into Thailand with four armored personnel carriers.

Khmer Rouge troops crossed the border guard and demanded return of the government troops. The Thai guards refused.

The reports said the Khmer Rouge then set up loudspeakers and broadcast demands to the Thai government to return the men that were convicted in courts and sentenced to prison.

There were no reports Sunday from Phnom Penh itself as events there. Phnom Penh radio has been silent since just after the fall, and other radio reports have been sporadic and vague.

The fate of Cambodian Prime Minister Lon Boret also remains a mystery.
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Wolfle's no-hitter blanks Butler
Stoltz's 2-hitter in 2nd game completes sweep; Irish win 3 out of 4 over the weekend

by Rich Odiasso

Don Wolfe's parents and family came all the way from Fairlawn, New Jersey for a Notre Dame weekend. The freshman left-hander responded Sunday by throwing the first Irish no-hitter in 37 years, as ND blanked Butler 6-0 in the first game. Mike Wolfe then pitched a two-hitter winning the second game in eight innings, 3-2. Coupled with Saturday's split at Illinois State, Notre Dame is now an impressive 13-6.

Left-hander Mike Mandzik was the last Irish hurler to throw a hitless game, 9-0 over Chicago on April 11, 1938. The gem was the first on the new Carrier Field which is over ten years old and the second of Wolfe's career—he pitched one in high school.

The mustachioed southpaw struck out the first three men he faced and six of the eight through the bottom of the 6th. The Irish scored in the 7th he struck out the first batter, got the second on a fly to center and caught Bulldog left fielder Steve Kuykendall looking at a called strike. Wolfe walked three and a half innings, but only two twice, in the fifth when centerfielder Jack Snyder made a fine running catch of a sinking line drive and in the sixth when Pat Coleman at third snared another liner.

The victory was never in doubt as Butler starter Dan Quale walked the first four men he faced. When he finally found the range the results were even worse as Mike Galloway cleared the bases with a triple. Coleman hit a long sacrifice fly and Mike O'Neill crashed a towering homer down the right field line for a six-run inning.

Galloway and Coleman were also instrumental as the Irish scored twice in both the third and fourth as each added a double and a triple.

An error, a single and a double provided Butler with two runs off Stoltz in the first inning of the second game, but a second half-right-hander was untouchable allowing only two walks and a questionable hit batsman.

The Irish tied the game in the second on Coleman's triple, O'Neill's double and Stan Bobowick's RBI single. ND had strong chances to win the game in the sixth and seventh but the score remained 2-2 until the bottom of the eighth when the Irish put men at first and third without benefit of a hit. Jim Smith then bunted a breaking ball up the middle for the winning run.

After Friday's single game at Illinois State was rained out, the Irish split with the Redbirds Saturday losing 6-4 before winning behind Bob Strautta 3-1. Bob Hughes pitched well in the opener but wildness and defensive mistakes put him behind 3-1 going into the sixth. The Redbirds then sealed the game with three runs off Hughes and Stoltz. Notre Dame scored in the top of the sixth when Smith hit a home run into a stiff wind from left and in the seventh when Smith singled home O'Neill.

The Redbirds drew first blood in the first inning by fumbling the snap and the second-string defense stranded all over the field to recover it. Slater then came right back to match the starting offense down to the 17, with the key play being a 27 yard screen pass to infield Mark McLane. But the drive stalled there as Slater overthrew split end Kevin Doherty at the goalline.

After the Irish retreated upfield to regroup, Slater picked out halffield Ted Burgmeier, who pulled up to throw the option pass. But the ball slipped from his fingers and was picked off by lineman Dan Malnizak who returned it 40 yards for the score. Suddenly the defense was abled, 6-0.

Following that mishap, to add insult to injury, strong safety Mike Banks stole a Rick Slager hit and scored. The two-point conversion attempt failed but ND regained the lead.

The starting offense was to get its first score of the day with 4:40 left in the second quarter. After Doherty was interfered with on the 2 yard line, McLane booted his way through the middle for the tally. Reave added the extra-point and the offense was ahead for good, 7-6.

The offense then began clicking, as the running of Best, Kornman and McLane, the receiving of tight end Ken Calloway and the Irish second team defense. McLane scored twice more from three and ten and Pat Foster's hit and run hit for the final 2-1 in the end zone for another and Burgmeier ran a screen pass in from the 11 to pull the Redbirds down to the one. The offense scored on the incoming first stringers.

The second team offense also posted some moments of interest as Steve Orsini showed promise as a runner, as he broke for two long gains, with his run of 20 yards being the longest on the day.

The Irish were more than halfway through the spring season with 17 days in the fall, we will have late classes during the spring. The spring season concludes May 3 with the annual Blue-Gold charity game.

Injury-riddled Irish off-and-on in third spring scrimmage

by Ernie Tutturro

For a while on Saturday, a sense of deja vu loomed over Notre Dame Stadium. It was not a good feeling either. The number one offense came out flat, much as it had against Purdue last Saturday.

But unlike that game, Saturday's Irish offense was back in control of that variable known as momentum because the context was only an interrupted scrimmage. When the offense finally got out of neutral there were a lot of positive things to be seen.
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